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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASH.I NGTON

August

. MEMORANDUM FOR

THE PRESIDENT

19,

1978

Ji,v

FROM:

STU EI ZENSTAT

SUBJECT:

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission Memorandum

Attached is a front page article in The Washington Post
about which

you are likely to be asked when you make

your calls to the Senators and Congressmen this weekend
as suggested by Secretary Schlesinger and Congressi
. onal
·

Liaison.
These calls are important to lock people in
at an early stage.
The thrust of this art i cle is that the Federal

Energy

Regulatory Commission (FERC) feels that the bill is so
complex and contradictory·that it cannot be administered
by them.
You can actually use this article to your advantage
because it points out the lengths to which the opponents
to our compromise will go to try to beat the bill.
This memorandum was written weeks ago about an earlier draft.
Based on the memorandum the FERC staff participated with
the D.epartment of Energy staf.f and the staffs on the
Hill to correct the problems in the draft legislation
pointed out in the memorandum.
The n ecessary changes ha:ve now been made in the gas bill
cleared by the conferees and the FERC is satisfied that
they can enforce the bill with the changes that have been
made,

in part at th�ir direction.

There

is no reason to raise this is:sue if it is not brought

up but,

as I

suspect will be the case,

if .some raise, it ·the

above should provide a completely adeqtate counter-argument.
The

Department of Energy people have told me that
Senator Metz.enbaum leaked this memorandum about the old
draft to create confusion.
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